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October 5 is a big day on the
booster campus; it will mark the

Next Monday, October 5, marks the opening of the annual Student Christian Council Fund Campaign. The goal for the student
body this year is $3,000.00. Jo Hunke and Dick Sheppard,
of the campaign are requesting that each student try hard to make
his or her personal contribution at least four dollars. They feel that
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this is not asking too much when one
remembers that this contribution helps
to support the council's program at
home and abroad for the entire thirty-si- x
weeks of the school year.
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Last Monday evening the second Senate meeting of the year was
held in the Senate room. The topics of discussion included the new
dining.
constitution, the budget, Homecoming, and
co-educatio-

Bob Voelkel,
man of Homecoming,

Senate-electe-

Jay Cox, Publicity Manager; Grant Uhl, Finance Chairman.
The Homecoming Dance will feature
George Conway's Band. Ed Moore,
will manage the decorations for the
dance. The Homecoming Queen will
be chosen on Tuesday, October 13.
Chairman;

stops, costing
manuals and
$50,000 had been planned, we are now
getting only the first installment of
about twenty stops.

It is hoped that it can be completed
by next year. Dr. Lowry has expressed
the wish that there is no dedication
until completion.

Everyone attending the Mixer is to
'meet on Babcock Field at 7:30 p.m.
and the group will proceed trom tnere
to Highland
Park.

'

Next Friday evening the Senate will
sponsor an Old Clothes Sock Hop in
the gym. The Senate is also looking
into the possibility of having a picnic
supper before the dance.
Co-educatio-

Book Discussions
tickets issued moving students
from one dining hall to another. The
ration of four women to three men
meal

on campus will be held approximately in all dining halls. All
.classes .will be mixed together and
(no
consideration is being made of
'steady, pinned, or engaged
couples.
Special French
and Spanish tables
have been set up and those sitting at
them have been notified.
To eliminate confusion, it has been
decided that in the women's
dining
halls, every one will wait until after
the people seated
at the head table
Irise before leaving
the dining hall
while in both shifts in Kenarden, students will leave by tables. In
the host program is being instituted to give uniformity to the table
.rvice. These hosts will be chosen
jfrom the men eating in Kenarden dur-;"- g
any given month.
A
governing board for the program
Comprised
of the deans, Miss Peters,
.'head waiters and waitresses
and the
dining chair-imea
i'i in full control of the
i J make all decisions- regarding
95 '' Any student having suggestions or
comPlants regarding the program may
leave
in the Senate Box.
' The;
dining, as
objectives of
!ei !s'ned
by the board, are to pro-at- e
hore normal mixing of students
l'i classes, to improve manners
hiing more enjoyment of the meal
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To Begin Soon
Last spring a list of current books
was posted in central Kauke and the
student body was asked to check the
books in which they had any personal
interest.. Today a list of books was
posted in central Kauke again with the
intention that each interested student
sign his or her name under the book
in which they are most interested.
Informal discussion meetings will
be held on these books by individual
faculty members. Dick Brubaker has
described the general aims of the
group: "The book discussion program
aims at the advancement of the intelthe
lectual community at Wooster
stimulation of serious thinking and an
impetus toward sharing ideas. The
plan calls for an informal, distinctly
and its
atmosphere,
success depends upon the genuine desire of both students and faculty members for more intimate association
with each other."
non-classroo-

m

The discussion groups, recommendRelations
ed by the Student-FacultCommittee and th Student Senate, will
have their first meeting in October
or early November. Each group will
following the first
be autonomous
meeting.
y

There will be additional
the books in the library.
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announced his
Lindsay,
choices : Jim
committee
Queen's Manager; Tom Wise, Parade

forty-fiv- e

The entertainment and
games
which
are planned' to
thoroughly mix the students and to
insure the meeting of new friends,
will be concluded with the entire
group around one central campfire.

fund-raisin-

by Jim Cooper

Although an instrument of three

;3) at 7:30 p.m.

an

Homecoming Festivities

to give the contract in 1951 to the
Holtkamp Co. of Cleveland who have
recently built organs for Oberlin, Yale
and Syracuse.

Westmister Fellowship is continuing
acthe program of
tivities for students with a mixer in
Highland Park tomorrow night (Oct.

co-chairm-

Senate Discusses Plans For

The first installment of the
organ will be playable by
The organ fund was begun by the class of '49 and since
then large gifts have been given
by a college friend in Pennsylvania, the parents of Margaret
Ann Record in her memory, and
Mr. Davis; enabling the college

system. The first of each
month, new lists will be posted and

get-acquaint-

mel, president

Watch future issues of the VOICE
and your section bulletin board for
further details.

of SCC Fund Campaign and Gordon Roadarg
of SCC, pose for
publicity picture.

Jo Ann Hunke,

Chapel Organ
Arrives Soon

Jressier clothes.

program is set up on a
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certainly entitled to know where the
money is going, and how it is being
spent. Over half of tile budget
($1600) will go to maintain the traWooster-in-Indi- a
ditional
program.
Under this plan John Gump, a Wooster graduate of the class of '52, is
now teaching at Ewing Christian College at Allahabad, India.

Photo by Art Murray

Dress Rules
There will be no special dress rules
for the program other than already
exist. Men will be expected, as they
are now, to wear slacks and a shirt
with a collar while women will wear
sports clothes. On Sundays, jackets
and ties will be the dress for men
while women will wear hose and
; The

Vv

:

Those of you who are going to be

furnishing money for the SCC are

ex-

changing among the students will not
be allowed. Seating will not be specifically assigned; however, attempts

will be made to keep one sex from
dominating any table! Men I have
it on good authority that the dress
regulations will not be tightened in
,

the future over the enforcement
prsent regulations.

of

Bruce Reeves was
Miscellaneous:
chosen by the Senate to be the new
Publicity Chairman. This is part of a
new drive by President Dick Brubaker
help in the
to employ more
functions of the Senate. A faculty
committee composed of Dr. Eberhart,
Dr. Drushal and Mr. Bindley rejected
the new constitution proposed by the
Senate and approved by the student
body last spring. The committee sent
the constitution back to the Senate for
revision.
non-Senat-

e

Communion

World-Wid- e

To Be Held This

Sunday

The German Club will meet in
Lower Kauke on Tuesday evening
at 7:00 p.m.
There will be a panel discussion titled "Wooster Students In
Germany, 1953." Panel members
will be: Sherry Wilcoxon, Jean
McFadden,
Judy Yoder, Dick
Jacobs and George Taylor.

List And Miller
In

Concert Series

Community Concert Series
memberships will be sold on campus during the week of October
5. Sponsored by the Wooster Federation of Music, these' concerts
have been given in Memorial
Chapel for the past eighteen
years, featuring artists such as
Melton, Warren, Piatigorsky,
Spivakosky, Elman, Whittemore
and Lowe, Farrell, the Columbus
Boychoir, the De Paur Infantry
Chorus, and the Philharmonic
Piano Quartet.
This year, besides the two concerts
Symphony Orchestra
under the baton of Professor Dan
Parmelee, the following performers
will be presented:
by the Wooster

Protestant Churches in Ohio and around the globe will observe
World-WidCommunion this Sunday, Oct. 4. Westminster Church
will hold two Sunday morning services.
campus
on the
e

The first service will be very simple
and brief; it will begin at 8:30 a.m.
According to James R. Blackwood,
minister, the purpose of this early service is not to attract the multitudes,
but to offer an opportunity for silent
meditation to those who want it. Gordon Roadarmel, student elder, will asof
r
sist the minister in the
worship. The communion will end in
half-hou-

time for freshmen to attend Freshman
Forum at nine o'clock.
at eleven o'clock, the
will follow a liturgical
ser.vice
second
and responses,
prayers
with
pattern,
and with choral pinging under the direction of Richard T. Gore. "Few
churches have the privilege we enjoy
here of listening to the best music
sung and played in the best manner,''
says the minister of the church.
"We're grateful for all who take part
in our ministry of music.
Beginning

1.

Vronsky and Babin,

meeting
During an
on Wednesday, members of the
senior
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class chose as candidates

for Homecoming Queen Peg
Sue Carmany, Marge
Kurth, Elsie Murrill, Sue Reed,
and Pat Taft. All of these girls
Bat-terma-

n,

activities
are active in
around the campus.
Peg Batterman, a speech major,
comes from Jamaica, New York. Two
other candidates who also have New
York as their home state are Sue
an English major, from Olean,
and Pat Taft, an art major, from
White Plains. Marge Kurth, whose
home is in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, is an
English major. A sociology major,
Elise Murrill lives in Flat River, Missouri. Sue Reed, from Dover, Ohio, is
a political science major.
extra-curricul-

s.

Miller, Cleveland-borMetropolitan Opera star.

QueenCandidates
after-chap-

duo-pianist-

ar
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all-camp- us

The YWCA will be given $150 to
carry on its busy schedule of activities
for the women of the college. IVCF
will need $50 for its year's program,
and Freshman Forum will get $20.
The balance of the budget will be
spent on an outside project now under
study. This will probably be in some
form of national missions or student
help project. Details of this will be
soon forthcoming
from Gordon
Roadarmel, president of the SCC.

'The Hasty Heart'
To Open '53 Season
"The Hasty Heart" by John
Patrick and produced in 1945 by
Howard Lindsay and Russel
Crouse will be the Homecoming
Play. Full of laughter and just as
many tears, this three act play
takes place in a convalescnt ward
of a eBritish general hospital in
the rear of the
front during World War II.
Assam-Burm-

a

Directed by Mr. William Craig and
Mr. Winford Logan with Mr. William McGraw as technical director,
the tentative cast includes: Diane
Lawrence. Walt Bushnell, Bill Caskey,
Dick Pringle, Bob Buchan, Bob Dodd,
Bob Wettstone, Dale Karp and Scott
Craig.
.

2. Mildred

Seniors Choose

Other expenditures include $350 for
the annual Religion-in-Lif- e
Week.
Those who heard and met Dr. Clarence Jordan last year are convinced
of the value of this program. The SCC
itself will get $200 to' cover the expenses of
the college's
religious program. Westminster Fellowship will also rceive $200, most of
which will be used to pay the expenses of outside speakers. These are
activities.
co-ordinat-

1

ories must use the following
trances and exits:
Babcock the east door on the

hs

Under the new system, men desiring
to join sections shall turn in their preferences on Nov. 16th. Hell week activities will be held the first week of
December. The two week interval between November 16th and December
2nd will serve as a period of section-pledg- e
adjustment. If a pledge wishes
to withdraw from a section before
initiation, he will be allowed to do
so during this interval; but he will
not be eligible to join another section
until April. On the other hand a section may reject a pledge during the
first week of the two week "pledge
period," in which case the pledge may
join another section.

7

In order to eliminate traffic jams,
students eating in women's dormit-

The real kick-of- f
of the campaign
will take place tomorrow morning,
October 3, when the SCC will sponsor
a Kick-of- f
Breakfast for all solicitors
at 8 a.m. in upper Holden dining
room. Every student who will be doing soliciting is urged to attend,
since materials and the names of prospective donors will be distributed at
this time.

An amendment to the M. A. Constitution was ratified last Tuesday by
over a
majority vote of
the men present at the meeting. The
amendment provided for a change in
section pledging procedure.

, Dinner times vary slightly in the
Kenarden is
different halls. First shift

the same
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3. Eugene List, the "Potsdam
Pianist," and his wife, Carroll Glenn,
violinist, in joint recital.

Season memberships only will be
sold for these concerts. Students may
buy them for the special price of $4.00
from their dormitory representatives.

The play is about six soldiers
from as many different countries
including
a Yank who hates
Scotsmen. The ward is assigned
the duty of keeping a doomed
man happy for the rest of his life
and this man is Lachie, a
Scot who "dinna make
friends freely." The relationships
r
between
the
and
Lachie and the problem about
what a Scot wears under his kilt
combine into an entertaining dramatic play.
full-bloode-

Bag Rush

d

'Scot-hate-

The annual Bag Rush between the
sophomore and freshmen men will be
held tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock
in the practice field. Some of the
event. Of course, the crowd will
sack racei and the horse and rider
event. Of course the crowd will especially be interested in seeing the
medicine ball
Tradition
says that a sophomore victory means
that the freshmen must continue to
wear their clinks until Thanksgiving.
es-w- ar,

free-for-a-

ll.

Tickets go on sale in the speech
office at 1 p.m. Monday, Oct. 5 for
the play which runs from Oct. 14
through Oct: 17. Prices are: sixty
cents for the first two ' nights and
seventy-fiv- e
cents for Friday and
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Mary Crow, Managing Editor
Fred Cropp, Sports Editor

Sally

Dunn, Circulation Manager

ASSISTANT EDITORS
Don Reiman, Club and Departmental
Joy Hatfield, Features
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students
The group of twenty-eigh- t
was organized by Dr. Clement Schu-lea professor of music at Amherst
and Smith Colleges, at the request of
the U. S. Army Air Force. He selected
members of the band chiefly upon recommendations of his students. Nancy,
who is a member of the band and orchestra here at Wooster, was recommended by a friend for the ability in
playing the trombone. In addition to
the instrumentalists,
the troupe also
contained two vocalists, a twirler, and
a tap dancer. There were eighteen
girls and ten boys in it, and they all
assembled at Amherst College in the
middle of July for a
of training. Jack Dolph, an associate
of Fred Waring, was present to train
the students in poise and stage presence, etc.
week-and-a-ha-

Vocal Support Called For
Tomorrow comes an event which should mold Wooster College
into a closer knit community on the hill. When the Scots tackle the
Kenyon Lords in the first game of what will be a good season, we
should be behind them 100. It isn't enough to be a passive fan; make
yourself known. Too many of us are inclined to sit on the side lines,
blasting the coaches and the referees and deciding that we could do
a better job ourselves. Wouldn't it be wiser to put that negative enthusiasm to a positive use and yell for the team? Isn't it true that we
can always perform better when we are being encouraged? That holds
true for the Scots also.
Our cheerleaders deserve more support also. We at Wooster are
inclined to let them do all the work. Most of us yelled until we were
hoarse in high school, but since we have arrived, it shows good restraint to watch the more vulgar among our numbers shout themselves
silly. As far as I know, vocally supporting our athletic activities is
one thing that neither the WSGA or the MA have placed any restrictions on, so let's make both our team and our cheerleaders proud of us
tomorrow and all season.
D.

S.

Hushl Noones
Well, kids, if you don't like Wooster, why don't you transfer?
I didn't say that I don't like Wooster. I don't like some things
about it.
You'd be happier someplace else where you're not dissatisfied.
Perhaps. You know, I have a kind of maternal feeling about
Wooster; something like some of the profs must have to stay so long
for so little.
What do you mean, "maternal" feeling?
blues, I think
Well, some days when I get those cooped-uabout leaving. And then I know I just couldn't.
Look. A mother doesn't desert a naughty child. If she knows
the child is normal and can be what he should be, she sticks by him
and hopes and prays that she can help him be that potential. Maybe
he will; maybe he won't. Anyway, he's her kid.
See what I mean? It's something like that. I suppose every school
through and
has its particular nostalgia. Wooster means the
through with its countryside of rolling hills covered with trees lots
of oaks and apple trees and maybe pines. I love this country. The
brown and golden leaves now, the graceful bare trees lined with white
in winter, the new buds and delicate blossoms in spring. All over campus. The leisurely mood. The air with a fall tinge of burning leaves.
Don't go apey, kid. There are other places with trees and grass.
Some. Then, I believe in the people. When they come hardy
The best, who love freely without
and honest and fresh.
asking of the past or of parentage. Without snobbishness. The kind
who size you' up and expect you to be what they think you are. Yet you
know there'd be no recriminations if you weren't. So you are.
Those thinks apply to older people better.
Yes, I guess they do. But we'll all be that way someday. I hope.
That's one of the things wrong. Some of the kids are so colorless.
Don't know anything of what they believe. Or if they do, they're just
parroting. Never thought it through, never had any doubts, never
looked at agnosticism, never read up on abnormal psychology. If you're
gonna have ideas, you're gonna clash with someone. Can't help it.
You can still be friends, but
It's fine to be one of those "good
listeners", but you can only soak in so much. When those conflicting
ideas start revolvin', you gotta ask questions You gotta choose some
and let the others go.
You can't change people. You ought to know that by now.
I think you can. You've got to.
Anyway, it's a heck of a job.
I guess I have a habit of seeing Wooster as an ideal, like we
read in one of my classes: loving the real for the ideal you can see
in it You know? This school has just as definite a personality as any
person I know. It's parallel to the staid New Englander, the lazy, hospitable Southerner. It's got its own type. And that's good as long as
end-althe type isn't the
as long as there are people here with
open minds.
When Faulkner wrote about his decadent South, he showed its
faults, but he didn't despise it No, that South had made him. And
that s the way with me. The
is what I come from and typify
like Wooster. I may not always be here, but I'll always love the land.
And I'll always pity, and perhaps dislike, those who stulify its honest
and dignified character with pretenses of
and piddling rules written to abide no exceptions.
Whew Easy.
You know, some people want a school that conforms the student to a certain framework of the good middle-clasChristian.
Yes. Wooster has more to offer.
Not things to be forced on anyone but things to be taken if
wanted or needed. The individual moves and the institution remains
basically as it was, perhaps reflecting the quality of its inhabitants, but
still never losing its identity to them.
I agree. That's the way it should be.
It's that now, I suppose, if you look in the right places.
O. K., Optimist. You got it
.
p
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Bermuda, saw the volcanoes of the
Azores, and attended the famous Edinburgh Festival. They saw the "Tattoo" in the court yard of Edinburgh
Castle where 200 bagpipers played and
did Highland
500 Scots in kilts
dances, to the great delight of our
Woosterian representative. While we
sweltered. in the, August heat, they enjoyed (?) the wintry weather of Iceland. There they were "weathered in"
for two weeks because of strong
winds, and at one time their bus overturned as they were enroute to a show.
Although bruised and shaken up, they
nevertheless lived up to the motto
"the show must go on" and performed two hours later before a full theater of waiting G. I.'s.
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M. C.

The show was given in the
evenings at Officers' Clubs, noncommissioned officers clubs, service clubs, and theaters, with one
or two performances nightly. After the show the members of the
band often stayed to dance and
talk with the G. I.'s, who were
overjoyed at the sight of American girls.

The show was written by Fred
Waring and was predominantly
composed of popular and swing
such as "Penthouse
numbers,
Serenade" and "Bugle Call Rag."
Also included in the program
were several South American
specialties and a few serious numbers, such as "The Lord's Prayer," "Battle Hymn of the Republic," and "You'll Never Walk
Alone." Many of the arrangements were done by Fred Waring,
who also made recordings of the

is

The band
stationed in
Scotland and
the members
tours, lolled

That the show was quite a success
shown by the fact that the band was

requested back for a repeat performance in Bermuda, and were also asked
to appear on Ed Sullivan's TV show,
"The Toast of the Town." The latter
request had to be turned doVn be"schoolcause of
days," but from the enthusiasm shown
by Nancy when she described
the
tour it is clear the" entire experience
was one that she'll never forget.

group.
performed for G. I.'s
Bermuda, the Azores,
Iceland. During the day
went on sightseeing
about the beaches of

fast-approachi-
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by Margaret Williams

It's a great day for the races here at Wooster Downs. In!
moonlight, groups of sophomores are beginning to gather
the dorms, and post time is approaching. There is a moment o!.
pense; the assembled crowd stands ready; then the silence is shat
by the long awaited cry of "runout, runout." They're off!
a,--

For the freshmen this is a new experience. Few of them have ever scrubbed their front steps with toothbrushes before, nor are they accustomed to calisthenics at 4 a.m.; but
they soon catch the spirit of this
o c c a sion and
voice their enthusiasm in a lively
chant. Their marching song, ., "Take
the A out of Beall and put it into
Bever," echoes from the curbstones
as they happily squirm down the street
on their stomachs.
never-to-be-forgott-

"'qj

sion) ; and, slightly subdued, the
themselves with tie more intel: r
a fa
Neveri
pursuit of
D
enthusiasm for the sport con-S
an hour and several miles latt: aVf
tesnm
finish the race with a brisjc lap j
star-gazin- g.

.

en

lftfr

the track.

Not so the sophomore
for them the evening has

The mood of joy prevails as they
duck walk, cake walk, elephant walk
and goose step their way out of town.
Asked to keep silent in order that they
neighmay not distrurb any
bors, they cannot control their elation; and all burst forth in a spontaneous cry of "We love the
late-risin- g

By now the campus is fairly well
settled, the new students are more or
less oriented, and the various clubs
are commencing their year's activities.
Taking the past news first, we find
that the International Relations Club
held its first meeting last Wednesday
evening in Lower Babcock. Miss
Dunham of the History Department was the featured speaker, as she
gave a review of the summer's news.
I. R. C. president Fred Downs announced that the general topic for discussion this year will be the Near
East. All those who are interested in
international affairs are invited to attend the
meetings.
Ai-lee-

bi-week-

These manuscripts should be unsigned,
and should be accompanied by a sealed envelope, the outside of which lists
the names of the submitted works, and
the inside of which contains the name
of the author of the works.

n
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This week Westminster Fellowship
will depart from its usual Sunday
evening meeting habit in order to hold
its annual fellowship picnic at Highland Park. This will be held tomorrow evening, October 3, at 7:30 p.m.
Fellowship commissioner John Muir
is in charge of the doings. All are
welcome to attned.
The Corporation will hold its opening meeting of the year next Wednesday, October 7, at 7:15 p.m. in Douglass Lounge. Mr. Reno of the Republic
Steel Corporation will speak on the
subject, "The High Cost of Economic
Ignorance." The Corporation wishes
to make clear at the outset of the year
that this is not merely an economics
club. The Corporation will feature
speakers and present programs which
will be both informative and interesting to anyone who would like to
know more about our worlds of commerce., and., industry... Any., student
should feel free to attend any or all
of The Corporation's meetings this
year.
Keith Henry, president
of the
Young Republicans, announces that
they will hold their first fall meeting
sometime next week. Plans have
been set for a meeting next
Thursday,
October 6, at 7:30 in
Douglass
Lounge. Final announcement of the meeting will be forthcoming as soon as arrangements for a
speaker have been completed.
ten-tative-

stories, essays, etc.), or four poems,
or two poems and one prose work.

jy

The first meeting of Pembroke, the
literary society, will be held
next Tuesday, October 6, at 7:15 in
Lower Babcock. All old members are
urged to attend.

co-e- d

Pembroke is now in the midst of a
big membership drive. Any students
who are interested in joining this society should submit to the designated
place either two press works (short

.

....President Mary Crow of Pembroke
has announced that this year, for the
first time in several seasons, Pembroke will publish a literary magazine
containing the work of the members
of the society. Plans for this work are
not yet complete, and much of the
possibility of such an undertaking will
depend on new student interest in
'the organization.

no:

Dr. Vergilius Ferm, Head of
the Department of Philosophy,
has edited a collection of Jonathan Edwards' writing entitled
Puritan Sage. The book, published by
Library Publishers of New York, was
issued as a tribute to the distinguished
philosophre and theologian on the two
hundred and fiftieth anniversary of his
birth.
This anniversary volume presents
the reader with some of the important
products of Edwards' pen arranged
chronologically.
Careful study was
made of the selections to include only
relevant Edwardean material. Some
.hitherto unpublished sermons and letters are included along with transcriptions. Facsimile reproductions are
also included to give the reader some
feel for the times and its manners.
Dr. Ferm ties the writings and reproductions together with notes and
commentaries and an extensixe introduction and appendix.
Dr. Ferm is the former President of
the American Theological Society and
has written or edited a dozen or more
books including the monumental
cyclopedia of Religion.
Pre-publicati-
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Their ardor is. somewhat dampened
by the wet grass in which they lie on
a few practice Air Raids (recommended by the Civilian Defense Commis
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Students interested in taking Interest Tests as an aid in deterrrji: lermis
ome J
career may do so at any time. Allow 30 minutes.

ibility

Seniors will receive a Memo this week designed to assist us in k: ere n
who will want positions, who will go to graduate school, and who wit lespite
o thei
other plans. A prompt return of the information will be appreciated.

ound
cored
onvin
October 14 has been set by the Civil Service Commission as the i
Tl
announcement of the Junior Professional Assistant and Junior Mana; .eague
Assistant exams. Watch for it if interested in government work.
nd wi
Study material we loaned you

Have you returned the Independent

las:
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Ah, this hot weather. It "makes" for bad studying! One o coring
social events which many Woosterites attended this past wet!.
In
the IVCF Squash Party which was held Sept. 25, Friday, at 7 in I coring
Babcock. As each Scot entered he was presented with a slip of ; me b
which stated perhaps
"Get the signature of a boy with a green tie." I
what would have happened if several boys were wearing green ties. H
the nearest they got to a green tie was a blue one. Other games inc'.
fashion show and a bean relay. The winning costume was a hula dancer.
did the grass skirt come from? There wasn't any.' All costumes were
of newspapers and pins. The judges for the games were Mr. Yea.c;
Mr. Spencer. Refreshments were doughnuts and cider.

Ihuck
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.olds

ingle
n scoi

ireak
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Saturday, Sept. 26, the WAA had their annual style show in Lowe
;iants,
cock. Highlight of the show was a type of "Miss Wooster" who had o: ociati
red stockings, frog rubbers, a catcher's mitt, and various other "urt
tverag
attire to complete the outfit.
he Re
The SCC Reception was held Sept. 26 at 7:30 in the gym. For t: vhom
gym took on the appearance of a ship with the name S. S. Wooster ap: lasketl
on all the
The rail of the ship was covered with lies
paper served to take on the appearance of water. The refreshments?
be sure they consisted of punch
life-saver-

s.
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What are the raw materials

which go into making a college si
ours? They come from all directions, and all of them seem different, bu:
doxically they are also much alike. They are human and
bad, and indifferent. Out of the potpourri of materials emerges a pattern,
of life, the Wooster Design to be lived, revolted against, and ignored; p
condemned, perhaps changed.
non-huma-

n;

fourn;
"ountr
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he
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The College of Wooster, and early autumn
.
brick walls she
,
khere
with leaves .
.
the brisk challenge of first lectures . . .chapel
s he
.
.
.
learning and lazing . . . the thrum of drums echoing out
"'ght.
stadium
a black and gold cap . . . the rush of organiz.
W
meetings
.
.
.
snatches of song and talk
a question
e wan
a problem
a search for an answer
.
.
.
night . .
dwindling of crowds. . . . litter of drinking straws, napkins, cigaretit oys ir
mpres;
on floor . . . hall hilarity . . . the last hand . . . and so t

...

I

...

....
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P
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Remember Dr. Ferris' inspiring chapel talks of last year. In cr hility
gave the four steps that each individual must climb in order to become a
mature person. They are worth repeating and thinking about, especi.
the beginning of a new college year.
1.

Know yourself.

2. Accept yourself.
3.

Control yourself.

4. Give yourself.

.

Upon what rung of the ladder are you standing?

En-

comments from Dr.
Clyde A. Hqlbrook, Chairman of the
Department
of Religion at Oberlin,
The Religious Book Club, and The
Antiquarian
Bookman have found
high esteem for this volume.
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Ferm's Latest;
Book On Edwards
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such a happy occasion. Depri,
exercise, they are chilled by the
air long before the finish line
sight. They seem less athletic ft
younger generation of partic
With cramped and aching rr
they stagger to breakfast; then
ing on each other for s"uppo:
guided by the first light of nx
re;
they retire to a

by MARCIA
by DON REIMAN

l,

mid-We-

e

audiences.
r,

MARCIA LIZZA, Advertising Manager

FRAN PARK, Business Manager

In a rating of unusual summer vacations Nancy Moore's experience of the past summer would rate high in uniqueness. During the
past few months she has put her musical talent to use in a very exVariety Show", a
citing manner as a member of the
dance band composed of college students from all over the United
States, which toured parts of the globe and performed for G. I.
"All-Colleg-

riday,

Moonlight Bathes Wooster Dovncy
As Frosh Labor In 'Runout Races' L

Variety Show1 Tour
Includes Wooster' s Nancy Moore
'All-Colle- ge

Member

2,

No longer will there be crying in our chapel. The dark wood of ytfst
is no more. It's surprising what a change from a dark color to a lid
can do a gloomy, depressing room changed to a warm, friendly
prupnesy mat me attuuae toward
also change accordingly.

weeK-aa-

y

and Sunday sessions in

"Those who know do not tell; those who tell do not know."

,1
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iby FRED CROPP
Did vou ever hear of a five foot four inch high school graduate
who weighed a mere 85 pounds becoming the leading scorer in pro- fessional basketball in the course of a few years? This is not an ad
course. This is the story
;ybufor Charles Atlas or any other
iectupf a familiar figure on the current Wooster athletic scene, Mel Riebe.
eles,
perhaps not all of you have yet met or seen Mel, but most of you
tinue!have seen him working with the tootball squad, helping coach the
freshmen basketball team or playing golf on the Wooster golf team.
W0UlAfter a colorful period in amateur and professional athletics, Mel
Riebe has come to Wooster where he is now a second semester junior
tatorand a physical education major. But let's go back to the beginning,
t bw
Mel was active in high school athletics despite his size (and he
'ed chas pictures to prove that he was that small in high school). He was
from Euclid (Ohio) high school in 1934, and for two years
of which Euclid was a member, in
is i.he led the Eastern Conference,
an scoring in basketball. This record was later broken by Mel's brother
ipaniHarvey who went on to become a catcher with the Detroit Tigers but
lusckHarvey had the advantage of playing without the center jump which
leaiformerly held down the scoring in basketball.
t n
Immediately after his graduation from high school Mel started
rnin;piaying sandlot baseball, and a year later was signed by the Cleveland
Indians as an infielder. He was immediately assigned to Springfield
in the Middle Atlantic League and then to Owensboro (Kentucky)
the Kitty League. He played for Owensboro until the end of the
""in
1 pai
r
team from that league.
1937 season when he was elected to the
package deal
""The following season he was involved in a
wll:between the Indians and Chicago Cubs, but after playing for one year
.
with Moline in the Three-- I league, Mel quit baseball and turned to the
;
sport for which he is best known basketball.
started
basketball
playing amateur
Mel
with the Chase Brass Company in Cleveland which was the outstanding amateur team in Ohio
season, the Chase squad received
'in 1939- At the end of the 1940-4permission to play in an invitational tournament in Cleveland against
un
some professional teams. The entire squad was considering the possibility of turning professional, and in this tournament their minds
owinwere maie UP- - They drew the New York Wrens in the first night, but
points the most ever scored against the Wrens up
havesP'te e's
to then Chase Brass was defeated by two points. In the consolation
round the next night Fort Wayne beat them by three points and Mel
yeaiscored 23. Even though they lost both games in the tourney they were
convinced that they were good enough to play professional basketball.
ate c
The next year found Chase Brass in the National Basketball
and by this time Mel had filled out to about his present size
and was pouring the ball through the hoop at a phenomenal rate. In
1942-4Mel was the high scorer in the league (with the same squad
who now played as the Allmans) as he averaged 19.5 points per game
from the pivot' even though he stood a half-inc- h
under the
ZA mark. This year was the first year that Bob McDermott
one of the
, .greatest
failed to lead the league in
artists of all times
ittere;
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Kick-Of- f

Infra-Mura- ls

Begin;

10 Teams Compete
the upper classmen, footballs began
booming on the various practice fields
in preparation for the coming 1953
intramural football season.
All
the
sections
are
fielding
teams but in addition
to these
there will be two new organizations
showing their faces on the turf. The
frosh in Douglass have put together
a team and the transfer students have
followed this example in hopes of
showing the sections some good, outside competition. This makes a total
of ten teams which will play in the
single round
the
championship.
eight-gam-

In the season's opener last Monday
Second whipped First 48-as Brough
Jones and Grant Uhl threw seven
touchdown passes and Jones ran for
another TD. Dave Petterson was on
the receiving end of three scoring
passes while Bob Voekel caught two.
Jay Cox and Bill Wellman each scored once.
Third, fought off a last half drive
by Fourth to defeat them 12-Third
broke the ice when Jack Wakeley intercepted a pass and scored from about
Paul Clark passed to Paul
Davies for another TD before the
half ended. Fourth came back after
the half as Tom Peters passed to
Chuck Harper. In the final series of
plays Third held Fourth on the five
to mark up the victory.
Wednesday's game found Fifth and
Sixth playing to a
deadlock. Although
Sixth seemed in control
throughout most of the game neither
team could push across a score.
0

6.

d.

0-- 0

ot

scoring.
In the following season Mel broke the
scorings as he compiled 606'points to again

5

1

Kenyon Lords Provide First Opposition;
Fans Get First Glimpse Of One Platoon

Sport Slants
by Nancy Geiger

by Jay Cox

TENNIS TALK
Marti Krehbiel,
tennis manager, is also a high caliber
amateur player. She has won several
Ohio tournaments and has completed
against such
stars as Anita
Kanter and Pat Canning Todd. If
well-know- n

enough interest is shown, Marti would
like to schedule tournaments
with
nearby colleges. Last year the Wooster
girls defeated Muskingum on Migration Day. Miss Buccalo will serve as
advisor to the group this year.

fr

e,

In the schedule, Douglass and the
Transfer team will play most of their
games on Friday.

mid-fiel-

55th Season Tomorrow
WAA

With the return to the campus of

ot

former league mark in
W
edge McDermott this
pap; time by only five points. This broke the record formerly held by
'ond Chuck Chuckovitz of Toledo.
' The
Navy drafted Mel and sent him to Great Lakes where he
wevf
holds
the seasonal scoring record with 594 points and the highest
ded
X'he: single game record of 35. In 1944-4Mel was second in the country
mac in scoring
second only to the fabulous George Mikan who was to
r an break Mel's NBL record in 1948.
When he came out of the service, Mel found that his style of
play would have to be changed because of the abundance of court
giants, so he signed with the Cleveland Rebels in the Basketball As-sociation of America and moved from the pivot to the outside. He
ei averaged 16 points a game. At the conclusion of the 1946-4season
the Rebels disbanded and Mel was drafted by the Boston Celtics with
whom he played until 1949 when his legs told him it was time to quit
is
saric. basketball. During this period Mel never failed to average at least
even from the outside.
crep 12 points a game
However, basketball was not, the only sport in which Mel Riebe's
u a
name was heard. In 1947 he was reinstated in amateur baseball and
played third base for Bartunek Clothes which won the world's amateur
title in the National Amateur Baseball League. Mel batted .394 in 30
games and drove in an amazing total of 62 runs. He was elected as
the outstanding player in Cleveland and was presented with the Lou
H. Gehrig award by the Cleveland Press.
'n glf Mel is well known here at Wooster as the number one
ch t
min 0n tne
'f sluad. He usually completes the Wooster course in
Par;
: about H In 1952 he was second
in the Wooster City Open Golf
Tn,..,,
T)
J
i.
:j
t
a w 'uuiiiAiiicui ana in lyji ne won tne tournament at trie iuvctmuc
--

Scots
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Scot Runners Train
For First Meet Oct. 9
For the past week a dozen or so

harriers have regularly been seen leaving and returning to the campus as
they train under the watchful eye of
Coach Munson for the cross country
opener on October 9 with Slippery
Rock.
Although a large number of men

IN THE BEGINNING derivations
of tennis were played in Egypt and
Persia. Medieval kings were spectators
at matches played in the moats of castles. Henry VIII
which is still in
were originally
and hair. Tennis

built

a court in 1529

use today. The balls
composed of leather
was first brought to

the United States by Miss Mary Outer-bridgand the game soon became a
leading individual sport.
e,

SPORT SHORTS
Orchesis will
meet on Tuesday and Thursday in
Babcock under the direction of Mrs.
Rice. Barb Gwyn reminds you that no
tryouts are necessary and the recital
is scheduled

for Feb. 12
. . Junior
members of the WAA Board are overshadowed by sophomore and senior
members with one freshman to be
elected later . . Telegraphic archery
meets are a possibility this year as the
club gets underway on Mondays and
Thursdays next to Babcock
A bigger and better hockey season is anticipated this year by "Windy" Henry.
Competition with other schools is in
the planning stage.

The Kenyon Lords invade Severance Stadium tomorrow afternoon
to raise the curtain on the 1953 season for Wooster's Black and Gold.
Kick-of- f
time is slated for 2:15 p.m. in the game that will mark the
opening contest for both teams.
they seek to avenge last year's
to 19 defeat at the hands of the
Scots, Kenyon will bring a squad of
35 players of which 15 are lettermen
and 17 are freshmen. Leading the
squad as
are center Bob
McAlister and end Don Marsh, two
husky veterans of last year's eleven.
As

Wooster by approximately 16 pounds
man. The Lords' forward wall
averages 189 against- - Wooster's 173

35

co-captai-

per

pound average. This is relatively a
small difference when remembering
last year's opening game against Hiram when the Scots were outweighed
by almost 40 pounds per man.

ns

Marsh stands 6 feet 2 inches tall,
weighing 195 pounds, and according
to Coach Phil Shipe he was one of the
best ends Wooster faced all last season. It was Marsh who put the Lords
off to an early lead in last year's
contest by catching a long pass for the
'
first score of the game.

Wooster's starting line-u- p
is still
uncertain, as Coach Shipe and his assistants have been trying different
combinations all week long. A possible starting line-uis: Bob McGuire
and Darrel Ewers at ends, Jim Crow
and Don Morris at tackles, Dick Rice
and Bob Beidler at guards, and Jack
Dowd at the center position. Also
slated for much action are Sam
Bill Humphries, Tom Bing,
Don Troup and Dick Stefanek.
p

In the backfield Kenyon will have
four veteran backs led by speedy left
Bill Lowry. At the quarterback position is Bob Rowe, a
sophomore who saw plenty
of action as a freshman last season.
The Lords, however, lost their ace
quarterback and passer, Cabrielo, so
Kenyon is not expected to have so
strong a passing attack as they featured inlast year's game.
half-bac-

Sis-kowi-

k

6-fo-

ot,

180-poun-

d

The starting backfield will probably
feature Jim Ewers at quarterback, Pete
Hershberger at left half, Ned Martin
at full back and John Siskowic at
right half. Dick Jacobs will be trading
off at both left and right halfback
positions.

On the line Kenyon will outweigh

r

WELCOME STUDENTS
Royal Typewriter Sales

Rental

WELCOME TO COLLEGE AND

...

THE "POINT"
MEALS

SANDWICHES
SHAKES..

have turned out, a leader such as those
in the past has yet to turn up, and
Munson fears that his runners will not
yet be in shape by the time of the
first meet.
This year a new home course will
be used which will primarily use the
golf course. Two or three laps around
the track on the practice field will
supplement the course and' make it the
required distance.

Hours: 7:30 A.M.

SALADS

SUNDAES

11:30 P.M. Sunday
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in Euclid in a tennis tournament
showed his ability on the courts, and he also holds a 185 bowling average.
In addition to his classes .and coaching here at Wooster, Mel is
B.erei'married, has three children, and commutes to school from Homerville
where he runs a gas station and restaurant. Mel's voice can be heard
e broadcasts the Wooster High School football games on Friday
f tb'

Fashion-Righ-

HOLDEN
HOLDEN ANNEX
HOOVER
KENARDEN
LIVINGSTONE

;.

MILLER

WESTMINSTER
UNITS

t

Right Now
Newest Form of
Dorm Flattery

Judy Yoder
Jo Bruce
Fred McKirachan
Faith Omans
Robalee Burns
Rusty Korth
Chuck Harper
Dave Russell
Judy Keller
Sally' Anthony
Dave Griffiths

MANN'S LAUNDRY
LAUNDRY

p

as he

:.

DOUGLASS

V

&

DRY CLEANING

SIZES
10-1-

8

.

tioni!

night.

IDEAL DAIRY

drawinpo to a close.' Mel decided that
When his clavinpo davs
j were
r
wanted to remain connected with sports and help develop younger
boys in athletics.
When deciding upon a school, Mel was favorably
impressed with the reception that he received at Wooster and decided
t0 enroll here.
Upon graduation, Mel hopes to find a coaching position on the
i

ne

ti

stub
ei

Delivers To Your Door An
Economical Product Of

college
k
vita

level, but until then he will be here at Wooster, not only
Sphering knowledge to help him in the future, but also sharing his
''ty and experience as he assists the athletic department.

A-Grad-
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me wayne uounry raan uanit
A Check Is A Permanent Receipt
Established 1845
Phone 4
Member F.D.I.C.

,r.y--

"
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Lots Of Minerals and Vitamins
Don't Delay But Call

t

At Once For Any
Information Or To Have A

HEADQUARTERS FOR
RECORDS
RADIOS
RECORD PLAYERS -

WOOSTER MUSIC CENTER
Southeast Corner Public Square

Phone 2042

Quality With

j
I

Representative To Call On

You.
PHONE 319

FREEDLAHDER'S
J

11:30 p.m.

HAVE YOU RECEIVED YOUR
"DATES TO REMEMBER" BLOTTER?

BOWMAN

Comfort
Warmth
and good looking,
too!
Flannelette
Duster

p.m.

Entrances on Beall and Cleveland Road

BABCOCK

7

I

4

1

Country Club near Cleveland.
in 1939 Mel was the runner-u-
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CITY BOOKSTORE
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Girls Dorms Name

Officers For

'53-5- 4

Ten women have been elected to
the presidency in their various dorms.
Chosen to serve in these positions are
the following: Babcock, Sue Carmany;
Holden, Sally Wiseman; Holden Annex, Peg Lamont; Korner Klub, Mary,
Ann Lewis; La Maison, Vev Wier;
Spanish House, Dorothy Peck; Miller
Manor, Jane Bancroft; Hoover Cottage, Jackie Carpenter; Westminster,
Jane Black; Bowman Hall, Marian
Golding.
Social Chairmen
The
of the various dorms include: Babcock,
Syl Buttrey; Holden, Nancy Schneider; Holden Annex, Jane Vandeveer;
Korner Klub, Cathy Griswold ; La MaSpanish
ison,
Natalie Schneider;
House, Sally Smith; Miller Manor, Liz
Walters ; Hoover Cottage, Sherry
Westminster, Shirley Falteich;
Bowman Hall, MHary Alice Baugh- newly-electe-

,

d

Wil-coxo-

n;

PATRONIZE
OUR
ADVERTISERS

DORMAIERS
Quality Repairing
215 East Liberty St.

pre-vie-

NOTICE

ORDERS FOR CATERING
MUST BE PLACED AT THE
OFFICE OF FOOD SERVICE
1133 BEALL AVENUE, ONE

WEEK IN ADVANCE OF
FUNCTION. THIS APPLIES
TO ALL ORDERS PAPER
GOODS, EQUIPMENT OR
FOOD SUPPLIES. PHONE-DI- AL

3
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MON.

"DEVIL'S CANYON"
With Virginia Mayo
TUES. & WED.

The National Poetry Association announces the tenth
competition of College Students' Poetry.

A planning meeting of the Music Conservator faculty was held
this week to discuss the year's music calendar.

The closing date for the submission of manuscripts by all
students is November fifth.

Presiding was Mr. Richard T. Gore,
Head of the Music Department. Others attending were Mr. Daniel
Professor of Violin; Mrs. Clarice T. Parmalee, Professor of piano ;
Miss Eve R. Richmond, Professor of
voice; Mr. Allan Collins, Assistant
Professor of Music, teacher of cello;
Mr. Stuart Ling, Assistant, Professor in
band and music
wind instruments,
education; Mr. Kary Trump, Assistant
Professor in voice; Mr. John Deircks,
Instructor in piano; Mr. John Carruth,
Instructor in organ, piano, and choral
music.

A tour of Ohio cities as well as
several out of state weekend trips is
planned for the Girl's Chorus whose
leader is Miss Eve Richmond,
conductor of girls' voices.
well-know- n

Professor Gore, who returns from a
year of music research, directs the
Chapel choir and concert choir, assisted by Mr. John Carruth. The concert
choir will give a December program
and in the spring will sing Brahm's
Requiem under the baton of Robert
Shaw.
.

The Scot Kiltie band' directed by
Mr. Stuart Ling is preparing for the
fall football season and concert ap

"TAKE ME TO TOWN"
With Ann Sheridan

Mr. Karl Trump, tenor, will give
the first concert of the year on Sunday night, Oct. 4, at 8 o'clock in the
chapel, accompanied by Mr. Jack Car-

Each poem must be typed or printed on a separate sheet and must bear
the name and home address of the student, as well as the name of the college attended.

It is only curious horror that
us want to stare,
For we have come to hear
music

In 1952, some 20,000 manuscripts
were received in the college competition, from practically every college
in the country.

Yet even I, little man, in my
smile

ruth.
The program includes five songs in
German by !Hugo Wolf, songs from
Amricea's Revolution Days consisting
of "The Heavy Hours" and three songs
by Francis Hopkinson "My Days Have
Been So Wondrous Free", "Beneath
a Weeping Willow's Shade", and
"O'er The Hills Far Away". (The
composer was a signer of the Declaration of Independence, an inventor, a
statesman, and the first to publish
secular songs in our country).
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To never see you
And narrqw hose,
The heavy sweat that circles f: ve i
your tangled hair
Peg
And down your tightened cheek: ho
And twisted neck.
!unti:
Dwarfed idiot,
mei
It is only your muisc that we layer
come to hear.
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have both because
SWIFTHAND gives you complete
letter-perfeand
class notes IN
ONE WEEK. '
SWIFTHAND is an amazing na-- j
rural shorthand based on longhand. !
It eliminates the complicated sym-bols of
shorthand j
I
and substitutes
an
system based on the alphabet and I
j
on selected shorthand shortcuts,
written oy notea kjregg-rumaexpert, M. E. Zinman, SWIFTHAND is now in its 5th edition
and contains a dictionary of the
1200 most frequently used words. J
Thousands of college students,
journalists and stenographers have j
SWIFT-- j
learned
J
HAND IN ONE WEEK.
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OLIN and MARGARET PRITCHARD, Owners

You Back for 1954
Hours: 7:30 to 5:30
Closed Wednesday
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"Chansons
are:
Grises" (Songs in Grey) which are
seven poems by Paul Verlaine set to
music by Reynaldo Hahn, "Sonnet" by
E. St. Vincent
Millay and recently
scored by Mr. Richard Gore, and two
poems by James Joyce called "Sleep
Now" and "I Hear An Army" arranged by Samuel Barber.

WEIGEL'S BARBER SHOP

I

. . .

Lchm's Jewelry

Pretend

Manuscripts should be sent to the
offices of the association, National
Poetry Assn., 3210 Selby Ave., Los
Angeles 34, Calif.

WHAT'LL YOU HAVE?

WATCHES

by Joyce Hadaway

too-wid-

SINCE

.

DIAMONDS

Our Creaicr ix

There are absolutely no fees or
charges for either acceptance or submission of verse. All work will be
judged on merit alone.

ALBUMS

PUBLIC SQUARE

dIutj

Other

Bracelets

THE GIFT CORNER

And God,

THE SHACK

1

NEW FALL COSTUME JEWELRY
Medallions
Earrings - $1.00 up

;

Any student attending either junior
or senior college is eligible to submit
his verse. There is no limitation as
to form or theme. Shorter works are
preferred by the Board of Judges, because of space limitations.

TAYLOR'S
Your Safest Shoe Store
N.E. SIDE OF SQUARE

Co!

pearances. Their first special showing
will be a pep parade downtown before
the Kenyon game, and plans are set
for a large parade for the Akron
game, October 24.

WELCOME
Try Our Temptations

SHOE POLISH
j

ar:

hairi

'A QUEEN
IS CROWNED"
60 MINUTES IN COLOR
OF THE CORONATION
ana

e,

Plans were discussed for the Glee
Club concerts and their respective
tours. The Men's Glee Club under the
leadership of Mr. Karl Trump is
scheduled to tour Florida for their
spring concert. Mr. Trump will be
heard this Sunday in Westmister Chapel in a recital at 8:00 p.m.

v
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Trump, Carruth Give Recital

2

(

Esther Mae Graber,
Director of Food Service

j

Poetry Contest Announced

Orchstrea rehearsals of the Wooster
Symphony, have started under the direction of Mr. Daniel Parmalee. The
orchestra will present a number of
programs in connection with the Conrw
munity Concert series. During the year
Mr. Parmalee will appear in a violin
recital.

318.

"INFERNO"

SUN.

e

announced that head drum major Pete
Mortensen will lead the marching
MacLeods through the business section
of Wooster, up Bever to Bowman, and
up College to the stadium. Also included in the parade will be those
lovely lassies, the majorettes, plus
Tom Wise and the cheerleaders. The
six candidates for Homecoming Queen
will be one of the main attractions as
town meets gown in the first
rally of the year.
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Parade

e
For those of you who want to
of the Scot Band,
see a
parade
there will be a
tomorrow at 1:00. Mr. Ling has
Pre-Gam-

Music News And Views:

Par-mele-

Band To March In

YOOSTER
OCT.
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SHOE REPAIR SHOP

FRI. & SAT.

Schedule of Section
Rush Functions
Fifth
October 4th
1. Third
October 7th
Fifth
October 10th
Second
October 11th
Ferst
October 14th
Eighth
October 18th
Fourth
October 25th
October 28th .... Seventh
Eighth
October 30th
October 31st
First
Second
October 31st
Sixth
November 1st
November 6th .... Fourth
November 11th .... Sixth
November 13th Seventh
November 14th
Third

Friday, October
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Developing Roll
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FOLDING
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CAMERA

self-instructi-

ng

MUSKOFF DRUGS

j

7 nn Norfolk,
Box 8087
Virginia j
Check. Cash, COD

SWIFTHAND

lor only

$14.95

Wooster Hotel Bldg.

Ansco

Flash Clipper
LuckyJtride

IOW PKICI
RIAL VALUI
folding camera, with double element
fll lena factory focused
for easier snapshooting!
Pocket-siz- e
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Rugged,

metal

struction, with

black-graine- d

2-1- 2"
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FASHION-SHO-

see tMs

amazing vaJwW

StlYDER

Camera Shop
Cor. Liberty & Bever Sts.
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40

SHEETS

AMSTER
Shoe Store
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ENVELOPES
Popular rippletone finish paper with
gummed envelopes,
d,

Beautifully
Boxed

A()
VOC

SOCIETY BOX
20 SHEETS

W

mm

bTATIUNclCY

FLATS
Behold Pat Barnard, one of
America's most famous models.
Anybody'd simply love to be in
her shoes . . . and YOU CAN1
Just step into, and step off in
FASHION-SHOFLATS, the
shoes famous models choose.
You'll wear them 'round the
house, 'round town . . . 'round the
clock! Thank Edith Henry and
her fabulous flair. Fit for tall
girls, small girls . . . all girls I
From 2V4 to 13, AAAAA to C.

sM

HAMMERMILL BOND

mint-flavore-

con-

covering!
Automatic shutter synchronized for flashbulbs!
Built-i- n
yellow filter
gets clouds in your snapshots!
Takes 16 pictures
x
on 616
film,
2-1-

TI

AM

Hand-edge-

d

lied sheets

In

...

20 ENVELOPES
envelopes and ribbon- soft pastel shades.

Assorted
Colors

fl.
OVC

LETTER CHEST
100 SHEETS ... 40 ENVELOPES

A distinctive writing paper of the
highest quality In a beautiful
gift box.

Regular 1.50

$1

ff
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CARDIGAN

Sweaters
girl

J!

GRAY'S DRUG STORE

Kaul
:onu

.

5.95

to

!ead(

8.9; xnsi

school
will want several of these new CARDIGAN ill t
NYLON, ORLON or WOOL SWEATERS . . . Easily launderec sres
ready to wear next morning. Small pearl button trim front. Tight! peak
Every

knitted neckline and fitted waistband. ian,
Choose from white, grey, pink, rose, blue, red, raspberry red, nav)
beige, light blue, brown, dark green, yellow, mint green, turquoise tudy;
luggage brown, or lavender. Sizes 34 thru 40.
fe P
jrder

SLIPOVER

Sweaters

3.95

to

km,

8.95 ose

NYLON, ORLON, or WOOL SLIPOVER, in short sleeve, knitted tiuca
neckline and fitted waist. Choose from our selection of new f al- Hp
shades: grey, pink, rose, red, raspberry red, navy, light blue, yello
orchid, purple, beige, luggage, brown, mint green, dark green,. jboU
white or black. Sizes 34 to 40.
'
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-
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SPORTSWEAR
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Good Merchandise

Our Business and Pleasure Since

1879
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